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Wow! Did that just happen?

Are we done?

All concerts over... three, two and one

The Minty performance year put to bed

I'm tired, emotional, with an aching head

This is a den mums experience, by me

On why, behind the scenes, is the best place to be

Again, for all shows, me a den mum

I love it backstage, it's so much fun!

Ladders in stockings and lipstick smears

Lots of emotions... with just a few tears

Snorting glitter and inhaling hairspray

I need more pins!

This curlie-scrunchie must stay!

Straps, clips and the leotard

Make all those loo runs really quite hard

I got pinched by press studs, flicked with elastic

But respect to costume makers, you're quite fantastic.

Stabbed myself with a safety pin

And in my ear found a blue sequin

Signing up to den mum again, I must have been mad

But now it's all over I'm kind of sad

Mintiez / 8's mums, your kids were a delight

Each of them a super star, shining bright

But the smell of the den, ain't no treat

Ewww... sweaty stockinged dance shoe feet

So why put myself in this predicament?

It's to help in some way, this thing that's Peppermint

The atmosphere is charged and luckily so are devices

For countless selfies to capture, excitement in slices

Quick changes, side stage, pure mayhem

All pulled together, on raw adrenaline

The passion, the love, it's all there in traces

On Nadia's, each teacher’s and the little dancer’s faces

It was amazing!!! Gorgeous dancers to you, off come our hats

Also teachers and parents, for all your hard work, a big congrats

Being part of Peppermint Live, it's an honour to be

Now I can't wait to get that DVD!!!

Carly Smith 2015 - Written in the days of 3 main 

concerts, DVD’s and curly scrunchies - oh and when 

we called our shows “PEPPERMINT LIVE”
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What it means to be a den mum:

For Peppermint where family means everything, this is our chance to support our children and our teachers in putting on the best show 

possible. Without the help of these dedicated parents, the show simply wouldn't happen. 

The Den mum role can be stressful at times, but the most important things to remember are: 

BE CALM  & PATIENT 

(No yelling, no stressing, no crazy behaviour) 

SAFE 
(Ensure all our students are well looked after and accounted for)

ON STAGE 

(Ensuring all our students get their time on the stage, in correct costume, without stress!) 

SAFETY 

A den mum's priority is to keep the kids safe and happy in the backstage areas while awaiting their time to shine on stage. This involves 

getting them changed into different costumes, making sure they are in the correct place at the right time, eating, toilet runs and 

managing behaviour. Parents are to show their passes at the security door, and backstage den mums will sign students in and out. Up 

at the function centre, there will be one sign out register for the entire group of dancers. Students are NOT to leave their allocated areas 

without supervision. 

ROLES 

The role of a den mum varies greatly over the different age groups and the younger the child the more hands on you are required to be. 

Our biggest advice for ensuring students are ready for the stage is to ‘not sweat the small stuff’. In the past we have had children 

refusing to wear headpieces, or wearing incorrect shoes due to parents not reading information - but we just want the kids to enjoy their 

experience with us. If a child is to go on stage with something ‘not quite right’, we have the opinion that its not a problem - the priority 

is NO STRESS, and an enjoyable experience for our students regardless of whether the costume / item is perfect. Its about the kids! 

ROLES
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Babies age groups 

Babies will require escorting to the toilet and help getting into every costume. 

Food breaks and supervision will be required.

Help entertaining the students while they are waiting for their stage time.

Juniors / Intermediate Age Groups 

For older groups that are more self-sufficient, it is supervision and making sure they are ready in the timeframe required. 

All Den Mums

Check in costumes and students at the beginning of the event and put in ITEM order of the night.

Ensure any students with medical issues are identified and all Den Mums are aware of procedures that may need to occur if an issue arises.

Supervise all students in our care.

Ensure all students are costumed correctly for their performance. 

Line up students in correct order for entry to stage. 

Keep students calm and entertained while waiting.

Assist other groups at head Den Mums requests.

Ensure communication is clear between parents, teachers, head den mums and students (especially if students need to go on toilet 

runs, and parents come looking for said child and they are not where they expect them to be - please notify another den mum that kids 

are going away from the allocated areas). 

Be kind and patient to all, regardless of the situation. 

Ensure all costume items including shoes are back in correct costume bags.

Assist in signing students out when parents / guardians collect them.

Ensure den mums are aware if students are returning backstage (babies may not do finale). 

Ensure all students items are ready to be collected by parents after the show has finished.

At the end of the show, Nadia will supervise backstage door and ensure all students are leaving with correct guardians. No need to sign them out. 

Do not leave until the final student has been collected - unless directly advised by the head den mum.

AGEGROUPS
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ISSUES

The most common issues that arise are lost or unlabelled costume items, lost personal items, tired and/or tearful children.

Experience in the rehearsal environment is the best preparation you can have for being able to deal with these issues. 

If there is an issue / problem, please see your head den mum and if the issue needs to be addressed by teachers / directors, this may occur. 

Directors are more than happy to directly deal with parents / issues if it should be handled by senior staff. 

The directors do not mind dealing with issues that may need extra attention.

The event will always have changes along the way, wether it be minor costume alterations (head piece positioning) or major procedural 

changes. Please do not be offended by any changes that occur, as processes may change for the benefit of the children involved, or 

decision made by the Senior staff at Peppermint. 

Clear communication is imperative to ensure everyone is aware of any procedures / medical issues / changes. 

COMMITMENT

Agreeing to be a den mum requires a certain level of commitment both in time and attitude. 

If you are a new den mum you will be required to attend dress rehearsal and at least one stage rehearsal to familiarise yourself with routines 

and the children that will be in your group. 

Of course, there are always complications to being able to fulfil a den mum’s duties. Some are unavoidable such as a child falling sick. 

Please ensure you contact your head den mum if issues like this arise. 

Maintaining a calm atmosphere is important when dealing with so many children and parents. 

We will not tolerate our children been yelled at, we want them to have a positive experience and this depends on our den mums outlook.

Den mums are required to stay to the end of the show to ensure all students are well looked after. A den mum must be present until the 

last child has been collected. 

ISSUES/COMMITMENT
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WHICH SHOW?

Prodigy
Born from 2020 Covid restrictions our mini concert is a celebration of all our tiny dancers. With a shorter run time of approximately an hour 

and only two sections, it is the perfect way for our babies to have their first stage experience and our 10 and under to showcase their skills. 

Vita Nova 
The main show with our incredible seniors has six sections and an approximate run time of 3 and a half hours. With an age range of 7 up 

to our adult dancers there is something for everyone.  Our competition teams get to perform all of their routines each show and our general 

students shine in their yearly routines.

HEAD DEN MUMS

The role of a Head den mum is to coordinate the group of children and the group of den mums.

The head den mum should be your first contact for questions or problems and the person who liaises with parents. Our head den mums 

have had experience being a den mum previously or have been a head den mum in previous years. Before we get to rehearsals the head 

den mums will have coordinated the master list of students into groups. These group are based on the age of the performer and which 

age groups they dance with. Depending on the number of students in each group this will determine how many den mums are required 

for each show. The younger age groups have a higher ratio of den mum per child as they usually require more help with costumes and 

increased supervision. Please ensure you are familiar with which group your child will be in before you commit to a particular group.

DEN MUMS GROUPS

Within the den mum groups there are specialised roles again dependent on the group. There are line-up mums whose job it is to get the 

performers into their lines according to their place on the stage. There are usually two per group one for prop side (stage right) and Nadia’s 

side (stage left). Quick changes are often performed in the shows when children have a small gap between dances. If there is only one 

dance between items (the minimum) then the child will be changed side stage so they can get back on stage quickly. They will be assigned 

a den mum and that mum will be responsible for changing the child.

2021 CONCERT SERIES
The following information is a draft of the areas and allocations of groups for our 2021 concert series. This is subject to change.

Peppermint Security Team

If the idea of costume changes and toilet runs doesn’t appeal to you, or you are a Dad that would like to help out there is always the equally 

important role of security. 

SHOW/GROUPS
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Important Dates in the Den Mum Calendar
      

All events require security for student safety and processes.

Ticket sales at John Wollaston - Sports Centre    November 14th 

First rehearsal at John Wollaston - Sports Centre    November 14th 

Den mums required for supervision / ensure that processes are observed

Costume Check Week @ Peppermint Studios      November  15-21

Den mums required to check NEW costume costumes and accessories (Troupes not required)

Full Cast dress rehearsal at John Wollaston - Sports Centre   November  21st

All den mums required to change / assist / supervise / observe unless notified by head den mum 

Stage rehearsal at Penrhos College - Rixon Theatre    November 28th

Some den mums required for supervision / ensure that processes are observed 

 

Volunteering backstage is a rewarding experience and only as stressful as you make it! 

The kids are there because they love to dance and want to share their fantastic performances with their family and friends. 

Den mums are there to make that happen. 

After you experience the running of backstage you appreciate what you see on stage so much more. 

You fully appreciate that everything doesn’t just magically happen. 

Hours of preparation have gone into producing a show and this makes us even more grateful for the experience our kids get to have.

 

Without your assistance, support and patience, our shows would not be possible.

Thank you in advance for your time, dedication and love for Peppermint. 

IMPORTANTDATES
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SHOW 11.12.21 - Arrival 1:45pm

11.12.21 - Arrival 4:30pm 

12.12.21 - Arrival 1:45pm

SHOW 

SHOW 

SHOW 12.12.21 - Arrival 4:30pm
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VENUE RULES

The rules set out by the venue are to be adhered to. Any breach 

could jeapordise the opportunity to use the venue again in the 

future and / or may result in fines which will be passed on to the 

appropriate persons. Please follow the rules to ensure everyone 

enjoys a safe and stress free event. No smoking is allowed on the 

grounds. No alcohol is permitted on the grounds.

Cameras / videos / photography along with food and drink are not 

permitted in the auditorium. Do not access backstage via the 

stage. Please limit movement, leaving your seats and talking 

throughout the performances as it distracts the dancers and other 

guests. 

If you need to leave your seat during the show, please wait until the 

END of the routine - please remember you are there to watch your 

child, and others are doing the same.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

The more you enjoy yourself, the more the performers feed off of 

the atmosphere! Go nuts! Cheer! The performers thrive off of the 

crowds excitement! It makes for a crazy and exciting show! 

BABIES

While we would love to have our babies stay for the finale, we also 

understand that it can be a late night for them. If they could stay for 

at least one finale performance that would be wonderful. If you 

wish to take them home after their performance then please do but 

make sure you sign them out and you MUST inform den mums that 

you intend to do so. 

DO NOT TAKE YOUR CHILD WITHOUT INFORMING THE HEAD 

DEN MUM OF YOUR GROUP. 

CONCERT RULES 

* Students 14+ please do not go far from the backstage area 

unless you are watching the event. 

* Do not touch props, stage wings or the stage backdrop as it is 

extremely expensive! 

* We may have alternate holding areas around the college as the 

backstage area is small. This area will have the same security 

procedures and rules.

* Parents are not to stay backstage on the concert night unless 

you are a part of the official den mums team. Please limit the time 

spent in the dressing room area as it does get unnecessarily 

overcrowded.

* SIDESTAGE IS A QUIET ZONE! No parent / student is allowed 

side stage unless you are waiting to enter the stage. You may 

pass through to access toilets however you can not stand and 

watch what is happening on stage as it is a health and safety risk.

* Please be courteous and assist all when necessary, its a team 

effort and if we all work together in a calm manner it will be a very 

enjoyable experience. Negative and stressful behaviour is 

unnecessary and it effects others and therefore will not be 

tolerated.

Students can watch concert if time permits if they have a ticket, 

but must be back in time before their next section has 

commenced or by Section 4 ready for finale. Students under 15 

should be seated with their parents and it is the parent’s 

responsibility to ensure the student is backstage again at the start 

of the section they are performing in. We cannot help you if you  

miss your childs routine. 

DURINGSHOW
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COLLECTING YOUR CHILD

SECURITY measures are in place throughout the event. Please be 

patient, we have strict procedures in place so the kids are safe. 

Before panicking that your child isnt where they should be, check 

with all den mums! We often have parents panicking we have lost 

their child, and they have been on a toilet run. 

We ask you to follow the flow of this procedure for the safety of our 

kids and to make sure that people move through quickly to collect 

your child at the end of the show:

Enter backstage via backstage main door. No need to sign 

students out AFTER finale has finished.   

If your child’s belongings are in the MAIN backstage room please 

collect them.     

Please head to the stage. All students will be seated on the stage 

waiting for their parents / guardians to collect them.  

If your child’s belongings are in the SMALL backstage room please 

collect them.     

Exit the SMALL backstage room via NADIA (No need to sign out)

If your childs belongings are in the FUNCTION CENTRE please 

head up there to collect them.

Our processes are put in place to ensure our students are safe, 

and to make leaving the venue an easy process. 

PARENTS MUST HAVE BACKSTAGE PASSES AT ALL TIMES. 

AFTERSHOW
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